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Abstract: In recent years, explosively increasing data traffic has been boosting the con⁃
tinuous demand of high speed optical interconnection inside or among data centers, high
performance computers and even consumer electronics. To pursue the improved intercon⁃
nection performance of capacity, energy efficiency and simplicity, effective approaches
are demonstrated including particularly advanced digital signal processing (DSP) meth⁃
ods. In this paper, we present a review about the enabling adaptive DSP methods for opti⁃
cal interconnection applications, and a detailed summary of our recent and ongoing
works in this field. In brief, our works focus on dealing with the specific issues for short-
reach interconnection scenarios with adaptive operation, including signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) limitation, level nonlinearity distortion, energy efficiency consideration and the de⁃
cision precision.
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1 Introduction

In the past decade, the data traffic has been explosively in⁃
creasing due to applications such as 4K/8K display,
cloud computing, 4G/5G and augmented reality/virtual re⁃
ality (AR/VR), urgently driving the demand of high-capac⁃

ity data communications. Typically, the very severe data traf⁃
fic for communication and interaction occurs in data centers
with single-lane data rate over 100 Gbit/s. For this scenario,
traditional electrical interconnects find its bottlenecks in the
perspective of power consumption, available bandwidth and
implementation density. In contrast, optical approach exhibits
great advantages of high capacity, high density, and perfect ro⁃
bustness to ambient environment as well as improved energy
efficiency. With these excellent features, optical intensity-
modulation and direct-detection (IM-DD) solution is adopted
by IEEE 802.3bs Task Force, for over 100 Gbit/s intercon⁃
nects with distance ranging from 100 m to 10 km[1]. The ongo⁃
ing trend of standardization is utilizing advanced modulation
formats and suitable optical devices for IM-DD systems.
In the perspective of modulation formats, advanced solu⁃

tions enable improved spectrum efficiency (SE) for short-reach
application including pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) [2–4],
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [5–7], orthogonal fre⁃
quency division multiplexing (OFDM)[8–10], discrete multi-tone
(DMT) modulation[11–14] and carrier-less amplitude phase
(CAP) modulation[15–18], as shown in Fig. 1. PAM, which ex⁃
hibits the advantages of simplicity and easy synchronization is
currently the most suitable candidate for IM-DD optical inter⁃
connects with a distance below 10 km. By comparison, QAM
and OFDM based on orthogonal multiplexing supporting co⁃
herent detection with improved receiver sensitivity, are appli⁃
cable for interconnection distance over 10 km. DMT is one
special solution of channel-adaptive OFDM, by loading modu⁃
lations with different bit numbers on individual subcarriers
with reference to the channel’s signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) re⁃
sponse. Consequently, DMT performs better in channels con⁃
strained and fluctuated by bandwidth. While CAP improves
its SE by means of Nyquist shaping, it is more bandwidth effi⁃
cient than PAM. Moreover, the finite impulse response (FIR)
filters can be implemented on digital circuits with ignorable la⁃
tency (related to FIR’s tap number), making CAP more prom⁃
ising for short-reach optical interconnection.
To get the best use of these formats, hardware parts of an

IM-DD system should be carefully selected to find the best
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trade-off among available bandwidth, fabrication density and
power consumption. For interconnection distance below 1 km,
vertically cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) combined
with multi-mode fiber (MMF) is the most power efficient solu⁃
tion, because power cost is mostly concerned in this circum⁃
stance. While for longer interconnection distance where se⁃
vere dispersion bothers, single-mode fiber (SMF) transmission
assisted with silicon modulator exhibits simultaneous advan⁃
tages of large-scale integration and high capacity. Typically,
silicon micro-ring modulator (Si-MRM) has the attractive fea⁃
ture of compact footprint, high modulation speed, and low en⁃
ergy consumption, thus it is quite suitable for this scenario.
Consequently, above-mentioned modulation formats, com⁃

bined with suitable optical hardware, can improve the capaci⁃
ty whilst maintaining the simplicity and reliability. However,
advanced modulation formats always show comparably weak
robustness to noise and signal distortion during modulation
and transmission. In detail, at the same baud rate, PAM-4 suf⁃
fers severer eye closure than on-off keying (OOK) due to the
bandwidth limitation[19]. More level numbers (constellation
numbers for QAM) of PAM lead to more sensitivity to SNR
limitation. Furthermore, modulation nonlinearity always oc⁃
curs, which severely degrades signal quality for PAM-4 (much
severer for PAM-8). As for VCSEL-based links, modulation
nonlinearity is mainly caused by the nonlinear light-current
(LI) response of VCSEL, as shown in Fig. 2a[20]. Moreover, due
to the temperature-sensitive feature of VCSEL, the correspond⁃
ing LI response can be easily deteriorated by temperature
change, leading to more difficulties for linear operation. While
for Si-MRM based SMF links, modulation nonlinearity is

mainly induced due to the free carrier dispersion effect and
the Lorentz spectral shape of the Si-MRM[21–22]. A small wave⁃
length drift of MRM’s spectra may lead to severe nonlinearity,
as shown in Fig. 2b. So for VCSEL and Si-MRM based sys⁃
tems, the modulation nonlinearity is a specific distortion of
PAM and other formats. In addition, power cost is also a criti⁃
cal concern for short-reach interconnection. As a result, how
to pursue the cost-effective signaling is quite important. There⁃
fore, for short-reach optical interconnection utilizing advanced
modulation formats based on VCSEL and Si-MRM, the main
issues are: 1) how to improve the performance under limited
SNRs; 2) how to mitigate the modulation nonlinearity; 3) how
to further enhance the energy efficiency.
At the same time, improved digital signal processing (DSP)

technologies have been extensively investigated due to the de⁃
sire of high-capacity transmission and low power consumption
for optical interconnection. Widely known methods such as
maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) [23–25], deci⁃
sion feedback equalizer (DFE)[26–28] and feed-forward equaliz⁃
er (FFE)[29–30] have been utilized in attempt to improve the sys⁃
tem’s robustness to inter-symbol interference (ISI).
In this paper, we take a review about the current works as to

how to deal with above-mentioned three specific issues by
DSP methods for adaptive operation, including our finished
and ongoing works as well. This paper is composed of four
parts. Section 1 is the introduction of short-reach optical inter⁃
connections. Section 2 is DSP methods at the transmitting
side, mainly introducing probabilistic shaping. Section 3 is
DSP in the receiver, mainly about machine-learning assisted
techniques. Section 4 is the conclusions.

▲Figure 1. Advanced modulation formats for short-reach optical interconnections.
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2 Adaptive Probabilistic Shaping at the
Transmitter
Very recently, probabilistic shaping (PS) as a coding method

has been rapidly developed in the field of coherent optical com⁃
munications[31–39]. PS can bring two benefits simultaneously: 1)
improved achievable information rate (AIR) at the low SNR con⁃
dition[40]; 2) reduced average power due to PS when voltage of
peak-to-peak (Vpp) is fixed[41]. Consequently, PS is a quite use⁃
ful approach to improve the transmission performance at the
SNR-constrained condition, and enhance the energy efficiency
at the same time. In the field of direct detection system, the the⁃
oretical AIR gain of 0.19 bit at 16.2 dB SNR has been reported
by using the exponential distributions of 6 level PAM signals,
and a corresponding experiment is presented by external modu⁃
lation at 1550 nm for single mode fiber transmission[42]. Mean⁃
while, an entropy loading scheme of DMT is reported to fit
channel SNR response based on PS[43–45]. In Ref. [44], the en⁃
tropy loading is employed after water-filling algorithm to get rid
of extra power reallocation for coherent optical system. Because
the subcarriers’power is previously adapted to water filling, on⁃
ly limited numbers of shaped distribution are demonstrated. In
Ref. [45], an entropy-loaded DMT without power allocation is
proposed by using Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution in visi⁃
ble light communication system, with an AIR of 204 Mbit/s.
However, above-stated researches do not focus on the short-
reach interconnection.
As discussed in the introduction part, VCSEL exhibits ex⁃

cellent features of lower power cost, high fabrication density
and large electrical bandwidth. It is quite suitable for short-

reach interconnections applications. Generally, the SNR and
bandwidth for VCSEL-MMF links are more limited compared
with coherent systems which require high SNR for high-level
QAM and large bandwidth for achieving large capacity. It can
thus be expected that PS coding will lead to improved AIR
which is particularly desired for the VCSEL-MMF links. Most
non-uniform distributions (such as the Maxwell-Boltzmann dis⁃
tribution and the exponential distribution) require distribution
matchers and complex code words to code independent and
identically distributed sequences into non-uniform ones with
the desired distributions[36], and the induced complexity is not
suitable for the cost-sensitive short reach optical interconnec⁃
tions. As a result, the objective of this section is to investigate
the power-efficient and low-complexity PS methods for cost-ef⁃
fective VCSEL-MMF optical interconnections.
2.1 Dyadic Probabilistic Shaping for PAM
Dyadic PS is advantageous with simple implementation, which

makes it particularly suitable for the cost-effective short reach ap⁃
plications. Moreover, PS coding can reallocate majority distribu⁃
tions to lower levels (near direct current) of the PAM signal, result⁃
ing in reduced average power along with improved energy efficien⁃
cy. The VCSEL-MMF solution is currently dominating the sub-
hundred-meter-distance optical interconnections with very large
volume. The SNR and bandwidth for VCSEL-MMF links are par⁃
ticularly constrained. Therefore, we believe the proposed dyadic
PS method is an opportune solution for the cost-sensitive VCSEL-
MMF links due to its simplicity of coding with shaping gain and
power reduction. To obtain dyadic distributions, binary mapping of
M bits generates symbols with probability of 2-M. However, such

▲Figure 2. Modulation nonlinearity caused by: (a) nonlinear LI curve of vertically cavity surface emitting laser VCSEL; (b) nonlinear spectra of Si-
MRM as well as wavelength drift.

LI: light-current PAM: pulse amplitude modulation Si-MRM: silicon micro-ring modulator VCSEL: vertically cavity surface emitting laser
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variable-length coding will induce synchronization complexity at
the receiver, when the noisy sequences are processed. One practi⁃
cal solution is to insert ambiguity bits to maintain the code words
in the same length. The proba⁃
bility distributions of PAM-4
and PAM-8, and the shaped sig⁃
nals are shown in Fig. 3.
Then the theoretical AIR val⁃

ues are calculated for evaluating
the performance of above distri⁃
butions. As shown in Fig. 4a,
AIR goes saturated along with
the increase of SNR. The satu⁃
rated AIR (maximum AIR) is re⁃
duced after dyadic PS, com⁃
pared with the uniform distribu⁃
tion. However, at a certain SNR
region, such as 10.3–16.57 dB
for PAM-4 and 16.6– 25.5 dB
for PAM-8 (P’X), AIR values af⁃
ter dyadic PS become larger
compared with those before
shaping. It indicates that dyadic
PS can increase the AIR of
PAM-N system at the condition
of constrained SNR. The zoom-
in plot in Fig. 4b shows the AIR
performances of the PAM-N
modulations for SNR ranging
from 14 dB to 24 dB. For PAM-
4, the SNR requirement is re⁃
duced by 0.61 dB to achieve the
20% soft decision-forward error
correction (SD-FEC) threshold
(AIR=1.6 bit/symbol) after dyad⁃
ic PS. As for PAM-8, 1.08 dB
and 1.74 dB，SNR gains are ob⁃
tained by dyadic PS to achieve
2.4 bit/symbol AIR, by using
distributions of P’X and P’’X
respectively.
Experiments have been car⁃

ried out directly for PAM-8
modulation over a VCSEL-
MMF optical interconnection
link to verify the performance
of dyadic PS. Due to the insert⁃
ed ambiguity bits of PS PAM-8,
the code rate is 13/16. Conse⁃
quently, to maintain the same
data rate of 60 Gbit/s, the sym⁃
bol rate of PS PAM-8 increases
to 25 Gbaud (30 Gbaud to

achieve the net rate of 75 Gbit/s). The optical back-to-back
(B2B) eye-diagrams of the 60 Gbit/s and 75 Gbit/s PAM-8, be⁃
fore and after PS, are plotted in Fig. 5. The opening of the eye-

▲Figure 3. Dyadic probability distributions of PAM-4, PAM-8, dyadic shaped PAM-4, dyadic shaped PAM-8
(P’X) and dyadic shaped PAM-8(P’’X).

PAM: pulse amplitude modulation

▲Figure 4. AIR curves for PAM-4 and PAM-8(a) with and (b) without dyadic PS (probabilistic shaping).

AIR: achievable information ratePAM: pulse amplitude modulation SD⁃FEC: soft decision⁃forward error correctionSNR: signal⁃to⁃noise⁃ratio

▲Figure 5. Optical eye diagrams of 60 Gbit/s and 75 Gbit/s PAM-8 signals, with and without dyadic shaping.
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diagrams has been improved (the sub-eye-diagrams are clearer
with larger eye-height and eye-width) compared with that before
PS. The bit error ratio (BER) curves of 75 Gbit/s PAM-8 signals
are plotted in Fig. 6. Due to the increased symbol rates, the lim⁃
ited bandwidth of the optical channel shrinks the signal spec⁃
trum more severely. Consequently, the shaping gain of dyadic
PS PAM-8 signals is smaller than theoretical one under this cir⁃
cumstance. Despite this, 0.88 dB and 0.3 dB SNR gain is ob⁃
tained for optical B2B case and 100 m OM3 fiber transmission
at 75 Gbit/s.
2.2. Maxwell-Boltzmann and Dyadic Probabilistic Shap⁃

ing for DMT
The dyadic shaping has been demonstrated in PAM system.

While for most practical IM-DD channels, frequency response is
usually uneven with SNR fluctuating in the frequency domain
due to fiber dispersion. A DMT modulation is proposed as a way
to address this problem, by loading modulations with different
bit-numbers on individual subcarriers with reference to the chan⁃
nel’s SNR response. However, for conventional DMT, the con⁃
stellations of individual subcarriers are all equal-probability dis⁃
tributed. Here we demonstrate a frequency-resolved adaptive
probabilistic shaping method
which refers to channel frequen⁃
cy response, for the 112 Gbit/s
DMT-modulated IM-DD optical
interconnection system. The
continuously bit (in terms of en⁃
tropy) loading is realized by
adapted probability distribu⁃
tions, allowing for better fitting
to channel frequency response
with simultaneous shaping gain.
The proposed bit-loading

metrology for probabilistic
shaping-discrete multi-tone
(PS-DMT) is illustrated in Fig.
7. A rounding-up function is
performed for Bi to obtain stan⁃dard constellations for QAM-N
noted as Bi*, and N denotes
the constellation number. The
corresponding bit-to-symbol
mapping is performed as N =
2B*i . Finally, the optimization
problem must be solved to
search for the distribution of
the 1D PAM signals. The opti⁃
mization object is to obtain the
1D probability distribution
with entropy that is most close
to Bi/2. These distributions aresubject to the MB equation P=

e−|x| with a variable. In addition, the MB distributions require
large-length block to perform PS coding. Here, we use Geomet⁃
ric Huffman Coding (GHC) to match dyadic distributions to
MB ones.
The experiment investigation of 112 Gbit/s optical intercon⁃

nection is carried out using a VCSEL-MMF link. In the optical
B2B link case, the bit-loading results for conventional DMT
are shown as the red points in Fig. 8, while the bit-loading re⁃
sults for the proposed PS-DMT (MB) scheme are plotted as
blue points. Entropies of dyadic shaped PS-DMT are marked
by blue lines. The adapted SNR response by power realloca⁃
tion is measured by sending multi-tone quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK) signals with reallocated power, plotted as pink
line in Fig. 8. In fact, the adapted response is not precisely
matched to loaded bit numbers for conventional DMT. Fortu⁃
nately, PS-DMT can get rid of this deviation, by directly adapt⁃
ing entropies to channel response. The corresponding opti⁃
mized distributions for 12th and 66th subcarriers are shown in
Fig. 8a, respectively. It should be noted here that it is usually
impractical to implement the ideal bit-loading number (typi⁃
cally a decimal) perfectly. Only specific PS coding can be

▲Figure 7. Bit loading metrologies of conventional DMT and proposed PS-DMT schemes.

DMT: discrete multi⁃tonePS⁃DMT: probabilistic shaping⁃multi⁃tone discrete SNR: signal⁃to⁃noise⁃ratio

▲Figure 6. Bit error ratio (BER) curves of 75 Gbit/s PAM-8 signals.
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used to approach it maximally.
A distribution matcher (DM)
using dyadic distributions is
used to approach the ideal bit-
loading number approximate⁃
ly. The matched dyadic distri⁃
butions are also inserted in
Fig. 8b.
With an optical power of

3.5 dBm for the optical B2B
case, the demodulated con⁃
stellations for both DMT and
PS-DMT at the receiver are
plotted as shown in Fig. 9.
Constellations are drawn for
two selected typical subcarri⁃
ers (12th and 66th). In addi⁃
tion, the right side of Fig. 9
shows the constellations of
these typical subcarriers after
100 m OM3 fiber transmis⁃
sion with a received optical
power of 3.3 dBm. The im⁃
provement in the signal quali⁃
ty related to the PS shaping
gain can be observed visually
by the clearer constellations
that appear after PS when
compared with those obtained
before PS. It can also be seen
that the constellations be⁃
come clearer after PS. This oc⁃
curs because the Euclidean
distances between the sym⁃
bols are broadened, with more
symbols being gathered at the
center, when the average pow⁃
er is fixed. After 100 m OM3
fiber transmission, however,
the channel-efficient band⁃
width is reduced, and more
bits are loaded on the lower-
frequency subcarriers. As a
result, the constellations are much noisier after the 100 m
transmission. Additionally, the shaped constellations are ob⁃
viously clearer, with more bits being allocated at their cen⁃
ters. However, after transmission, the received constellations
always rotate because of the fluctuating phase response.
The total general mutual information (GMI) values of a DMT

symbol are then calculated with varying received optical power
values, as shown in Fig. 10. Without noise and signal distor⁃
tion, the total GMI value equals to the loaded bit numbers of a
DMT symbol (552 in this experiment). As the optical power de⁃

creases, the total GMI also decreases rapidly because of the low
SNR. In the optical B2B case, with an optical power of more
than 1 dBm, the SNR is sufficient to keep the GMI value stable.
However, for optical powers below 1 dBm, any reduction in the
SNR also reduces the GMI values of high-density constella⁃
tions, which results in sharply reduced GMI values. After 100 m
OM3 fiber transmission, more bits are allocated to the lower-fre⁃
quency subcarriers because the bandwidth is more constrained.
In this case, when the optical power decreases, the higher-den⁃
sity constellations with larger bit-loading numbers suffer greater

Optical B2B 100 m OM3 transmission
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▲Figure 8. Experimental bit loading results for DMT and PS-DMT in the optical B2B case: (a) bit-loading re⁃
sults for conventional DMT, PS-DMT and PS-DMT (dyadic); (b) shaped probability distributions of two typi⁃
cal subcarriers (22th and 66th subcarriers) for PS-DMT.
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▲Figure 9. Constellations of 12th and 66th subcarriers for optical B2B case (3.5 dBm received power) and af⁃
ter 100 m OM3 fiber transmission (3.3 dBm received power).
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GMI reduction than those in the optical B2B case. To enable er⁃
ror-free signaling at 112 Gbit/s with 20% SD-FEC, power sensi⁃
tivity gains of 0.7 dB and 0.64 dB can be obtained for the opti⁃
cal B2B case and the 100 m OM3 fiber transmission case, as⁃
sisted by PS-DMT (MB). For PS-DMT (dyadic), power sensitivi⁃
ty gains are 0.44 dB and 0.29 dB for optical B2B and 100 m
transmission. The corresponding enabling data rate for reliable
transmission is calculated by the multiplication of GMI value
and the symbol rate.

3 Advanced DSP at the Receiver
DSP embedded at the receiver side mainly includes post

equalization, decoding and decision. Equalization aims to re⁃
cover signals from severe ISI and noise. Decoding is always
performed to correct bit errors, combined with pre-coding at
the transmitter. Then advanced decision methods are in at⁃
tempts to obtain reduced BER when nonlinear distortion oc⁃
curs. Apart from the tradition DSP methods like FFE, DFE
and MLSE, machine-leaning assisted DSP recently exhibits
improved performance. It can be used for formats identifica⁃
tion[46–47], system monitoring[48–49] as well as optical signal re⁃
ceiving. For signal receiving technologies, machine learning
can be utilized in equalization and decision for achieving dis⁃
tinguished performance[50–55].
For the equalization part, the progressive support vector ma⁃

chine (SVM) algorithm has been applied to reduce nonlinear
inter-subcarrier intermixing in coherent optical OFDM[50].
Moreover, artificial neural network can also be embedded in
equalization part, to reduce the error vector magnitude (EVM)
of constellations[51]. As for the decision part, machine-learning
techniques can adaptively learn the optimal decision line for

obtaining the lowest BER[52–55]. Related works mainly focus on
QAM signals, and utilized SVMs to mitigate the phase noise.
Therefore, the ML method is quite a viable solution for solving
the nonlinearity problem (Kerr nonlinearity or modulation non⁃
linearity), which is the key issue in optical communications.
For short reach optical communications, modulation nonlinear⁃
ity becomes very serious for advanced modulation formats like
QAM, PAM, CAP and DMT which are all sensitive to the lin⁃
earity, both for direct modulation of VCSEL and for external
modulation of silicon modulator.
3.1 SVM for QAM Decision
High-order QAM is an efficient format for increasing the

transmission capacity due to its high spectral efficiency. How⁃
ever, such dense constellations make QAM signals very sensi⁃
tive to nonlinear distortion. When nonlinear distortion bothers,
the decision boundary can no longer be a simple straight line
for obtaining a better BER performance. To deal with it, we
propose several SVM multi-classification methods to obtain
adaptive nonlinear decision boundary for QAM decision,
based on one versus rest (OvR) and binary tree (BT) structure.
Different classification methods have different performance in
terms of classification precision and complexity.
The OvR SVM is to generate a hyper plane between a class

of samples and the remaining multi-class samples, and to real⁃
ize multi-class recognition. Therefore, if it is an N classifica⁃
tion problem, then N SVMs (N>2) are required to perform clas⁃
sification. For example, if the OvR SVM scheme is used for
deciding QAM-8 sequences, the data are divided into two cate⁃
gories for every SVM classifier. Consequently, it requires
eight SVMs to decide eight symbols of QAM-8 signal.
On the other hand, BT structure can be used to reduce the

number of SVM classifier for QAM-N signal decision. Starting
from the root node, the category is divided into two subclasses,
and then the two subclasses are further divided, until the sub⁃
class contains only one category. Here, we employ three differ⁃
ent BT-based SVM classification schemes including the binary
encoding (BE), the constellation rows (CR) and columns, and
the in-phase and quadrature components (IQC). Since the QAM
constellation mapping can be realized through binary encoding,
the multi-classification based on BE can be performed to de⁃
cide every bit information of QAM-N. Fig. 11a shows the train⁃
ing model for 16-QAM, where the hyper plane generated by
each SVM does not take all the training set data into consider⁃
ation, which can effectively reduce the training time. When test⁃
ing, only four SVMs is required to perform decision, as shown
in Fig. 11b. Another BT-based decision scheme can be real⁃
ized by rows-and-columns classification. Most of the constella⁃
tions are rectangle, except for 32-QAM, 128-QAM, etc., thus
the label feature according to rows and columns is reasonable.
Besides, according to the IQC, the QAM signal can be regarded
as two PAM signals, which means splitting a binary tree train⁃
ing model into two binary trees to reduce the SVM numbers.

Conventional DMT in optical B2B casePS-DMT (MB) in optical B2B casePS-DMT (dyadic) in optical B2B caseConventional DMT after 100 m transmissionPS-DMT (MB) after 100 m transmissionPS-DMT (dyadic) after 100 m transmission
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To experimentally evaluate above-mentioned
decision methods, DMT signaling is realized on
the SMF-based optical interconnects system. DMT
symbol is composed of different QAM modulations
in frequency domain, thus the decision methods
can be investigated for analyzing individual sub⁃
carriers. Corresponding experimental setup is il⁃
lustrated in Fig. 12. An arbitrary waveform gener⁃
ator (AWG) is used to generate the DMT signal
with 54 GSa/s. The laser operates at 1 550 nm fol⁃
lowed with external modulation by a Mach-
Zehnder-Modulator (MZ-M). The optical signal is
coupled into 10 km standard single-mode fiber
(SSMF) for transmission. A photodetector (PD)
with 22 GHz bandwidth is used for detecting the
transmitted optical signal from the SSMF. A digi⁃
tal storage oscilloscope (DSO) (Keysight Z592A)
with 59 GHz bandwidth is used to sample the sig⁃
nal with a sampling rate of 160 GSa/s for the off-
line DSP. Based on the BER results, complexity
comparison among the four decision methods is
shown in Table 1.
In terms of complexity during training and decision pro⁃

cesses, OvR-based SVM is the worst, with about 6 to 8 times
the number of support vectors to others. While, the number
of SVMs for decision is similar for the remaining three meth⁃
ods. In detail, the IQ-based decision method only requires
about one-third of the SVM number compared with other
methods, which benefits simple implementation. It is worth
mentioning that one should carefully evaluate the require⁃
ment regarding different application scenarios (particularly

different modulationing formats and different nonlinear dis⁃
tortions) when choosing a specific classification method for
SVM machine learning detection.

▼ Table 1. Complexity comparison for different SVM-based decision
schemes

Complexity

SVM number for training
Support vector number (×105)
Average SVM number for testing

OvR

2 294
11.61
2 294

BE

2 177
1.367
492

CR

2 177
1.376
492

IQC

804
1.997
492

▲Figure 11. (a) The training model of SVM based on binary-tree structure; (b) a schematic diagram of the hyper plane generated by node SVM for
the training processing of category 1.

SVM: support vector machine

▲Figure 12. Experimental setup of QAM decision based on SVM classification methods.
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3.2 SVM for PAM Decision
As discussed above, BT-based SVM decision can efficiently

improve transmission performance, along with considerable com⁃
plexity. In this section, BT-based SVM decision is employed to
mitigate modulation nonlinearity in PAM-modulated systems,
specifically including VCSEL-MMF as well as Si-MRM optical
links. In detail, as for VCSEL-based links, modulation nonlineari⁃
ty is mainly caused by the nonlinear LI response of VCSEL.
While for SMF links based on Si-MRM, modulation nonlinearity
is mainly induced due to the Lorentz spectral shape of the Si-
MRM. When processing nonlinearly-distorted PAM signals,
SVM-based decision scheme can generate adaptive boundaries
for the obtained improved decision performance.
3.2.1 Optical Interconnection Link Based on VCSEL-MMF
To evaluate the performance of binary tree-support vector

machines (BT-SVM) decision for PAM signals, the experiment
based on VCSEL-MMF system has been carried out at a bit
rates of 60 Gbit/s for PAM-4 and PAM-8. With the received
optical power being manually attenuated, BER curves of the
PAM-4 and PAM-8 signals are plotted in Fig. 13, where 20%-
overhead FEC is assumed for investigating the receiver sensi⁃
tivity. Consequently, there are about 1 dB and 2 dB receiver
sensitivity improvements with the use of complete binary tree-
support vector machines (CBT-SVMs) classifier, respectively
for PAM-4 and PAM-8 signals. Improvement for PAM-8 is
clearly better compared with PAM-4 due to its doubled modu⁃
lation levels, which makes it more sensitive to modulation non⁃
linearity distortion as we expected.
Moreover, it is essential to quantitatively analyze the ma⁃

chine learning performance of CBT-SVMs classifier for PAM
signals under different modulation nonlinearities. Fig. 14
shows the SVM machine learning performance of CBT-SVMs
classifier with the increase of eye-linearity (increase of modu⁃
lation nonlinearity distortion). Here we use 7% overhead
FEC threshold for investigating receiver sensitivity. The sen⁃
sitivity changes almost linearly with eye-linearity. Smaller
power (receiver sensitivity) can be obtained by using BT-
SVMs classifier, which has a smaller slope as shown in Fig.
14. The smaller slope means an increased sensitivity gain
with the increase of eye-linearity. The very severely distorted
eye diagram with an eye-linearity of 1.72 is also presented in
Fig. 14. A sensitivity gain of 2.5 dB is obtained by the pro⁃
posed CBT-SVMs at eye-linearity of 1.72. One can expect
larger gain for larger eye-linearity.
3.2.2 Optical Interconnection Link Based on Si-MRM-SMF
Besides VCSEL-based optical link, the Si-MRM will induce

severe modulation nonlinearity. Si-MRM exhibits the attractive
features of compact footprint, high modulation speed, and low
energy consumption. However, the high Q factor of the Si-MRM
makes it very sensitive to resonance drift, which means it may
cause serious damage to the signal. Here, we model a PAM-4

modulated optical interconnections system, with different Si-
MRM resonator wavelengths as shown in Fig. 15. 100 Gbit/s
PAM-4 signals are generated with a bandwidth of 50 GHz. The

B2B: back to backBER: bit error ratio CBT-SVM:complete binary tree support vector machinesMMF:multi⁃mode fiber
▲Figure 13. BER curves by using conventional hard decision and pro⁃
posed CBT-SVM for (a) PAM-4; (b) PAM-8.

▲Figure 14. Optical power sensitivity versus different eye-linearity val⁃
ue by using conventional hard decision and proposed CBT-SVM.
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bandwidths of digital-to-analogue-converter and analogue-to-
digital-converter (DAC/ADC) as well as optical link in the simu⁃
lation system are set at 40 GHz. A PD with 1 A/W sensitivity is
used to detect the optical signal. The thermal noise of the PD is
set to be 10e-12 A/√Hz.In the simulation, PAM-4 signals are biased at 0.7 V, and Vpp
of PAM-4 signals is 1 V. The Si-MRM linear operation range is
very narrow, and the temperature drift will affect the Si-MRM
transmission which leads to the degradation of the PAM-4 modu⁃
lation. To quantitatively analyze the influence of wavelength drift
for the PAM-4 signals, we use a term of level-deviation (LD).

Fig. 16 denotes the LD as a function of the Si-MRM reso⁃
nant wavelength, which refers to the wavelength drift. It can
be seen that even very slight wavelength drift will lead to dete⁃
riorated LD. Fig. 17 shows the sensitivity gain as a function of
LD. The power sensitivity gain means the reduction of the re⁃
ceived power requirement for achieving error free (assuming
7% overhead FEC) by using CBT-SVMs with respect to hard
decision. The black line in Fig. 17 represents the forward
wavelength drift and the red one refers to the reverse wave⁃
length drift. From Fig. 17, generally, the sensitivity gain in⁃
creases along with the increase of the LD (absolute value)
which means larger gain due to machine learning detection for
larger modulation nonlinearity distortion. The largest sensitivi⁃
ty gain is about 2.7 dB. Fig. 17 also gives the sensitivity of
CBT-SVMs at different LDs as shown by the blue and yellow
dash-dot curves. The sensitivity powers for all the cases with
different LDs are comparably stable with less than 3 dB fluctu⁃
ation. This also indicates the very useful capability of machine
learning detection for stabilized PAM-4 modulation without
wavelength drift control at the transmitter side.
3.3 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for PAM
For PAM modulated optical interconnections system, another

distortion degrading performance is eye skewing. Fig. 18 illus⁃
trates the eye-diagrams of PAM-4 signal before and after VCSEL
modulation. The eye-skewing always occurs when the signal is
modulated directly on laser. The potential reason behind the
skewed eye is the variant rise times with different amplitudes.
Therefore, we propose an RNN-based demodulator to deal

with the problem of system performance degradation caused
by eye skewing in VCSEL-based PAM system. Compared with
other neural network methods, RNN adds a feedback mecha⁃
nism to the network architecture, which may adaptively learn
the skewing during VCSEL modulation. Here, we employ long
short-term memory (LSTM) scheme to decode eye-skewing
PAM-4 signal. The structure of LSTM is indicated in Fig. 19.
LSTM is split into four parts: unit status, forgetting gates, in⁃
put gates, and output gates. The unit state of LSTM is primari⁃
ly used to transmit information from the previous unit to the
next unit. The main function of the forgetting gate is to receive
the information of the previous neuron and the input informa⁃
tion of current neuron, and at the same time determine how

CBT⁃SVM: complete binary tree⁃support vector machines LD: level⁃deviation

▲Figure 16. The level-deviation curve as a function of the wavelength
drift. Inserted pictures are the eye diagrams at different wavelengths.

Si⁃MRM: silicon micro⁃ring modulator

ADC: analogue-to-digital-converterCBT⁃SVMs: complete binary tree-supportvector machinesCW: continues waveDAC: digital-to-analogue-converter

DC: direct currentPAM: pulse amplitude modulationPD: photodetectorSi-MRM: silicon micro-ring modulatorSMF: single-mode fiber
▲Figure 15. Simulation setup of Si-MRM based optical interconnects
system.

▲Figure 17. Sensitivity gain (solid curves) and receiver sensitivity pow⁃
er (dashed curves) for the machine learning detection at different LDs.
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much the state of the last neuron is forgotten. The function of
the input gate is mainly to cooperate with a tanh function to
control the input of new information. The output gate activates
the neuron state information through the tanh function to ob⁃
tain the output result. The sigmoid in the structure produces
coefficients that control the amount of information filtered. In
this way, RNN completes the function of information transmis⁃
sion, forgetting, and memory.
In this experiment, the RNN we used was a 10-layer neural

network. The number of data for this trial was 20 000. We used
20% as the training set for the neural network, and the remaining
80% was used to test the performance of the RNN in the system.

Fig. 20 shows the BER curves of PAM-4 by using conven⁃
tional hard decision (HD), CBT-SVM decision and LSTM.
BER curves by using conventional HD and CBT-SVM exhibit
a linear increasing trend as the optical power decreases, but
RNN shows different phenomena around 1 dBm optical power.
For RNN by means of sequence mining, the BER performance
of the system is stabilized. In general, compared with hard de⁃
cisions, RNN can bring about 2 dB power sensitivity improve⁃
ment to the system, slightly better than CBT-SVMs.

3.4 K-Means Clustering for Soft Decision in PAM System
Above mentioned classification methods require training

the system through prior-known sequences, resulting in en⁃
hanced complexity. To deal with it, a K-means machine learn⁃
ing method assisted signal receiver including both equaliza⁃
tion and soft decision is proposed for VCSEL-based PAM-4
optical interconnection. Mean values and noise variances of
four levels can be obtained through K-means clustering, with⁃
out training using prior-known sequences. According to the
learned level means, least mean square (LMS) equalization
based on the corresponding level-adapted sequences is expect⁃
ed with improved performance. Moreover, based on learned
level means and variances, the precision of log-likelihood ra⁃
tio (LLR) estimation can be enhanced, which leads to the im⁃
proved performance of soft decision (SD).
The schematic diagram of proposed receiver is plotted as

Fig. 21. K-means clustering is employed after resampling, to
adaptively learn the mean values and noise variances for indi⁃
vidual levels, denoted as Ln and σn. The upper blue box is the
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▲Figure 18. PAM-4 eye-diagram.
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equalization part. Tap coefficients are trained through LMS
process. Different from conventional LMS, the levels of train⁃
ing sequence are altered adaptively based on learned level
means through K-means approach. The lower box is the deci⁃
sion part. With learned level Ln (n=1, 2, 3, 4) and noise vari⁃ances σn, the corresponding LLRs can be calculated. Becauseit takes level nonlinearity (affecting Ln) and level-dependentnoise (affecting σn) into consideration, the proposed SD is ex⁃pected with improved decision precision.
Experiments have been carried out for PAM-4 modulation

over a VCSEL-MMF optical interconnection link to verify the
performance of the proposed K-means adaptive receiver. To re⁃
alize 90 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s PAM-4 signaling, the sampling
rate of AWG is set at 45 Gsa/s and 50 Gsa/s, respectively. The
DC bias current is fixed at 15 mA in the experiment. To process
the PAM-4 sequences, the sampled signals by DSO have to be
re-sampled to 1 sample/sym⁃
bol. Then the samples are sent
into LMS for equalization, and
the normalized errors are re⁃
corded for every interaction. Er⁃
ror convergence curves for 90
Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s PAM-4
in optical B2B case are shown
in Figs. 22a and 22b respec⁃
tively, with received optical
power of 3 dBm. The residual
errors are mainly induced by
random noise and residual ISI.
And after 100 m transmission,
residual errors are higher than
the case of optical B2B. It can
also be seen that, for K-means
LMS (red line), errors converge
faster than conventional LMS
(blue line). Because for conven⁃
tional LMS, the levels are mis⁃
matched between training se⁃
quences and received samples,
which deteriorates the conver⁃
gence performance. This result
indicates that lower numbers of
interaction can be achieved for
K-means LMS.
The eye-diagrams of origi⁃

nal sequences, equalized
ones as well as LLRs are de⁃
picted in Fig. 23. It can be
seen that 90 Gbit/s PAM-4 in
optical B2B case shows clear⁃
er eyes than others, which is
because less ISI occurs in
this circumstance. While for
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▲Figure 22. LMS errors during interaction for optical B2B case.

▲Figure 23. Results of K-means equalization and SD for 90 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s PAM-4.
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100 Gbit/s signaling after 100 m OM3 fiber transmission,
the eye severely closes with undistinguished four levels.
Resampling is performed to obtain 1 sample/symbol se⁃
quences, whose eyes are depicted in the second column in
Fig. 9. By using K-means equalization, the corresponding
eyes are opened obviously, with observable four levels, as
shown in the third column. While in the case of 100 Gbit/s
and 100 m transmission, the corresponding eye is still noisy,
which is because the residual ISI cannot be effectively elimi⁃
nated. At the fourth column, the two LLR tributaries are
demonstrated by means of eye diagram.
3.5 K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) for CAP Decision
Apart from PAM, CAP also shows weak tolerance to modula⁃

tion nonlinearity. Modulation nonlinearity mainly results in ir⁃
regular constellations for CAP. Consequently, conventional
hard decision with the straight decision line cannot obtain con⁃
siderable BER without considering the modulation nonlinearity.
Here, we experimentally investigate the machine learning for
nonlinearity mitigation by using K-NN algorithm in 32 Gbit/s
CAP system. The basic principle of K-NN algorithm can be in⁃
tuitively understood from Fig. 24 (right picture). Firstly, the
training signal has to be sampled, shown as blue scatters in con⁃
stellation diagram. Then when the signal (red point) is detected,
its distances to training signals are required to be calculated.
And the shortest K distances with responding training samples
are selected, to get the constellation label which contains the
majority of these training samples (L3 in Fig. 24). It is intuitive
that when linear distortion like Gauss white noise occurs, the
K-NN algorithm cannot decrease BER compared with the hard
decision. However, when constellation is distorted nonlinear⁃
ly, K-NN is desired to have better performance than the hard
decision. The constellation of 32 Gbit/s CAP signal in optical
B2B with received optical power at -2 dBm is shown in Figs.

25a and 25b. And the constellation of CAP after 7 km trans⁃
mission with the same received power is noisier than B2B
case, as shown in Fig. 25c.
The algorithm complexity of K-NN mainly comes from the

selection of K shortest distances. The BER curves of 32 Gbit/s
CAP is shown in Fig. 26. The K-NN can reduce BER by more
than 20 dB for the optical CAP signal, when signal is mainly
distorted nonlinearly. However, after 7 km transmission, the
signal quality improvement of K-NN is not so obvious when
processing signal with low SNR, which is because signal quali⁃
ty is mainly influenced by linear noise.
3.6 SVM for DMT Carrier-by-Carrier Decision
For DMT modulation, nonlinear distortion behaves differ⁃

ently for different subcarriers due to the different bit alloca⁃
tion and SNR. Consequently, every subcarrier suffers different
distortions, even for those subcarriers who are loaded by same-
order QAM modulation. Thus, adaptive decision is required to
perform for every subcarrier. As mentioned above, the SVM-
based decision method has the advantage of adaptive decision
boundary. Thus, efficient mitigation of the nonlinear distortion
for DMT system can be expected through SVM-assisted carri⁃
er-by-carrier decision.
An experiment of 112 Gbit/s DMT signaling is performed

on VCSEL-MMF optical link. At transmitting side, bit loading
and power reallocation are realized according to channel fre⁃
quency response. The measured channel responses in the case
of optical B2B and 100 m OM3 transmission are plotted in
Fig. 27, as well as corresponding bit loading results. At the re⁃
ceiving side, demodulation of every subcarrier is performed,
as well as SVM decision. Constellations of some typical sub⁃
carriers are depicted in Fig. 28. A total of 40 320 DMT sym⁃
bols are sent in the experiment and 20% of the data has been
used for training. The decoded signal in binary sequence after
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▲Figure 24. Experimental setup of optical carrier-less amplitude phase modulation (CAP) transmission system (left) and principle of K-nearest neigh⁃
bour algorithm (right).
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de-mapping is then off-line processed for the BER measure⁃
ment.
Assisted with SVM decision, BER result of DMT system is

shown in Fig. 29, where significant reduction of BER has
been achieved by using SVM detection compared with that us⁃
ing convention detection. Error-free operation has been
achieved for B2B case at 7% FEC and 100 m MMF transmis⁃
sion case at 20% FEC.

4 Conclusions
The above mentioned is our current works about advanced

DSP methods for optical interconnection systems, mainly in⁃

cluding PS coding for transmitter side and machine-learning
based DSP for receiver side.
In the perspective of PS, we proposed dyadic shaping for

PAM system. Up to 1.74 dB SNR gain can be achieved theo⁃
retically by dyadic PS for PAM-8. Proof-of-concept experi⁃
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SNR back-to-back
SNR after 100 m MMF
Bit allocation back-to-back
Bit allocation after 100 m MMF

▲Figure 28. Constellations of some typical subcarriers for multi-tone
modulation (DMT) as well as SVM-based decision boundaries for (a) op⁃
tical B2B case and (b) 100 m MMF transmission.
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▲Figure 27. SNR response and bit-allocation of multi-tone modulation
(DMT) for back to back (B2B) and 100 m MMF.
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▲ Figure 26. BER curves of 32 Gbit/s optical carrier-less amplitude
phase modulation (CAP) by using conventional hard decision and K-NN
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ments have been carried out over a VCSEL-MMF link. As⁃
sisted by SVM classifier, 100 m MMF transmission of PS-
PAM-8 signals at 75 Gbit/s has been achieved. Energy effi⁃
cient optical interconnection with 16% reduction of power
consumption has been obtained by PS coding. On the other
hand, channel-adaptive PS method has been proposed by us⁃
ing DMT modulation, combined with MB shaping. The pro⁃
posed PS-DMT scheme can significantly improve the signal⁃
ing capacity since two significant benefits are simultaneous⁃
ly utilized: 1) the shaping gain of PS for carriers with limited
SNR; 2) the frequency-resolved continuous entropy loading
for better fitting the channel frequency response. Proof-of-
concept investigations have been carried out via both simu⁃
lations and experiments, for MB and dyadic distributions.
Data rate improvement of 5.68 Gbit/s was obtained theoreti⁃
cally using the PS-DMT with dyadic distributions. In addi⁃
tion, optical signaling was realized experimentally using a
commercial VCSEL at 112 Gbit/s data rate. The 0.44 dB and
0.29 dB power gains have been achieved for optical B2B
and 100 m OM3 fiber transmissions, by using dyadic shap⁃
ing of DMT.
While for DSP methods in the receiver, we mainly employ

the machine-learning algorithm to realize improved signal de⁃
tection. In detail, for QAM signaling, we proposed a SVM
multi-classification method to obtain adaptive nonlinear deci⁃
sion boundary. Different classification methods have been
evaluated in terms of classification precision and complexity
including OvR and BT structure. Among them, the in-phase
and quadrature classification method only requires about one-
third of the SVM number compared with other methods, which
is much simpler for implementation. One should carefully
evaluate the requirement regarding different application sce⁃
narios (particularly different modulation formats and different

nonlinear distortions) when choosing a specific classification
method for SVM machine learning detection.
Besides QAM decision, we also use SVM method to miti⁃

gate the modulation nonlinearity in PAM-modulated VCSEL-
MMF as well as Silicon MRM-SMF optical links. Compared
with the published works, we firstly come up with the CBT
structure multi-classes SVMs which are more suitable for
PAM modulation. For VCSEL-based PAM system, there are
about 1 dB and 2 dB receiver sensitivity improvements respec⁃
tively for PAM-4 and PAM-8 signals with the use of CBT-
SVMs classifier. The improvement for PAM-8 is clearly better
compared with PAM-4 due to its doubled modulation levels,
which makes it more sensitive to modulation nonlinearity dis⁃
tortion as we have expected. For silicon MRM-SMF optical
link, the sensitivity versus different LDs are comparably sta⁃
ble with less than 3 dB fluctuation by using proposed CBT-
SVM. It indicates the very useful capability of machine learn⁃
ing detection for stabilized PAM-4 modulation without wave⁃
length drift control at the transmitter side. Moreover, we also
propose an RNN-based demodulator to mitigate eye skew in
VCSEL-PAM system. Compared with other neural networks,
RNN adds a feedback mechanism to the network architecture,
which can comprehensively consider the association of infor⁃
mation before and after the sequence. In detail, compared with
hard decisions, RNN can bring about 2 dB power sensitivity
improvement to the system, slightly better than CBT-SVMs.
Subsequently, a K-means assisted receiver including both
equalization and soft decision is proposed for VCSEL-based
PAM-4 optical interconnects. Through self-learning of mean
values and noise variances of four levels, performance of LMS
equalization as well as LLR-based SD has been improved. Be⁃
sides, we also investigate the performance of machine-learn⁃
ing methods in CAP and DMT system. For CAP system, K-NN
based decision is realized for mitigating nonlinear distortion.
For DMT system, carrier-by-carrier decision based on SVM is
performed, obtained significant reduction of BER.
The above-mentioned are proposed DSP methods and corre⁃

sponding results. In brief, PS embedded in transmitter (Tx)
side and machine-learning decision in receiver (Rx) side are
realized. With assistance of such intelligent DSP approach,
improved performances in terms of BER and capacity are
achieved. Moreover, these methods can be not only utilized for
short-reach link, but also extended for long-haul transmission.
The challenges for practical application are mainly the cost of
complexity with respect to the sensitivity gain. Presently, the
complexity is still large and applications for short reach opti⁃
cal interconnection are difficult. However, for long haul,
which is not so sensitive to power consumption and cost, com⁃
plex DSP can be acceptable as long as the gain is large
enough. For data center interconnection (DCI) applications
ranging from tens of kilometers to hundreds of kilometers,
there would be a good balance.

▲Figure 29. BER comparison between using SVM decision and conven⁃
tional hard decision.
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